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INTRODUCTION 
 

Prior to beginning installation of Build SMART components for your project, it is highly 
recommended to browse through this entire field installation manual, and to at least read the 
introduction that follows. Chapter 1 outlines some of the steps that need to be taken to prepare 
for the project, including a critical materials and equipment checklist. It will also be important 
to review design details and sections with the entire team and to highlight the importance of 
the air barrier. 

Be sure to review complete construction, Passive House Planning Package (PHPP) and related 
documents to be certain of placement and alignment of all air and thermal barriers. It is 
CRITICAL that all of these barriers are installed and aligned per the approved plans, PHPP and 
energy models. 

IT IS CRITICAL that all air barriers (typically the slab vapor barriers, the foundation wall 
systems and seams, OSB layer of the wall panels and OSB ceiling lids) are sealed completely 
and continuously, without voids or thin spots. All components which utilize sealants at their 
interfaces need to be joined together directly after sealant is applied (wet set). Constant 
inspection and monitoring of all assemblies during erection is critical and can help avoid the 
time-consuming process of chasing air barrier leaks later. 

Chapters 2 and 3 cover J-form, slab, and precast foundation systems. For all such systems, all 
“deep plumbing” and any other laterals, utilities and conduits must be in place prior to the 
pouring of any concrete. Be sure to understand any issues of time sensitivity where certain 
procedures must be completed without interruption and the circumstances that dictate stopping 
the work to make corrections. The slab air/vapor barrier that remains exposed after the 
slab pour must be protected from damage to prevent difficult repairs later in the process. Also 
make sure to have the proper materials referenced in this manual on hand, including glues, air 
sealing products, foam inserts for at the top of the J-forms at the exterior doors, concrete/cement 
filler/repair products, and excess vapor barrier. Always follow code and manufacturer 
instructions, for and not limited to air sealing, concrete repair, further termite treatment (if 
necessary), soil compaction, damp proofing, and modifications to Build SMART components. 

Chapter 4 concerns the delivery of Build SMART components. It is recommended to read 
Chapter 4 well in advance of delivery as it contains details on preparing the site for navigation 
of unloading equipment and delivery vehicles. Always follow safety protocols when using 
machinery and handling heavy loads. Immediately inspect all bundles upon delivery for order 
completeness and accuracy. If any parts are missing, incorrect, or damaged, Build SMART must 
be notified immediately , to provide prompt resolution. 
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Chapter 5 contains the detail of wall panels, floor band and roof band systems. Please examine 
this in detail to gain a thorough understanding. 

Please refer to all of the standard details in the Appendices section at the end of this manual. 

DISCLAIMER:  This manual contains information that goes beyond instruction on how to install 
our products.  That is because our Founder and Technical Director Adam Cohen and our Field 
Technical Manager Rob Leonard have years of experience building Passive House structures, 
and we have elected to share that free of charge as a courtesy to our customers.  However, all 
designs and construction techniques are ultimately the responsibility of the designer and builder 
for the project. 
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1. Before Your Build SMART Components Arrive 
 
Congratulations on your decision to work with Build SMART for your latest project. Prior to the 
arrival of your Build SMART materials, there are a few steps that you as a builder will need to 
taken to ensure a quick and problem-free installation. The checklist below summarizes the 
preconstruction process, with a full checklist for all project phases included in the appendices. 
 

 
 
Table 1: Preconstruction checklist 
 
NOTE: Variations from Build SMART building assembly details 
Any variation from Build SMART details, assembly directions, etc. shall be preapproved by 
Build SMART in the form of written authorization from Build SMART. If the builder or 
owner vary from any Build SMART authorized assemblies, they accept all responsibility 
stemming from such variation. 
 
NOTE: Factory Cut Roof and Floor Band component height dimensions and roof band 
angle cuts 
In order to assure that all floor and roof system Build SMART band components can be 
produced in the factory to final intended design dimensions for the floor band heights and roof 
band heights and roof band angles, the final project specific floor band height and roof band 
height dimensions as well as the angles of the roof bands will need to be issued to Build 
SMART, in writing  by the purchaser at the time the purchase agreement is finalized by the 
purchaser and Build SMART. If the dimensions are not confirmed by the time of purchase it is 
likely that the band components will be sent in oversized dimensions which will need to be field 
cut by the purchaser’s installers. Field cutting can be time consuming and can result in poor 
quality cuts which can make field installation more difficult to install and properly seal. 

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

☐
Preconstruction Planning with Designer, Architect, 

Engineer, Contractor, CPHC and all Raters is critical

☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Location, assembly, transitions
☐ Specs, assembly, air tightness
☐ Location, assembly, air tightness

☐
Layout, insulation, air tightness, flow requirements, structural 
integration

☐ Pipe lengths and DHW and water sense requirements

☐
1. Pre-certification prior to construction
2. Energy Star requirements

☐

☐ Review and emphasize construction details

☐

Educate field crew and build team on importance of air barrier 
continuity and integrity, demonstrate and display materials 
and products

☐

Engage with rater prior to construction of project to define 
testing procedures, protocols, and timelines and explain rater 
value to team

Plumbing design

PHIUS+ certification

Team preparation
Detailed section presentation

Importance of air barrier

Rater equipment, procedures, 
and milestones

Wall insulation
Roof/ceiling insulation
Air barrier strategy
Windows & doors
Shading & exterior 

Mechanical design

PHASE

Preconstruction

Verify understanding of PHPP calculations & design requirements and review 
of project specific assemblies

Basement insulation
Slab insulation
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In addition to review of the design and calculations and preparation of the team, materials and 
equipment should be secured in advance for successful project completion. There is a checklist 
on the following two pages (also included in the appendices) with item descriptions, quantities 
required, and notes. 
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X Item Description Quantity Supplied By
Confirmed 

Delivered to site by
Notes

Safety and MSDS Program, Training and Equipment Specific to Project, implented by Builder

16D Nails-Hand Nails 25 # Builder

8D Nails 25# Builder

Gun Nails Builder 16D, 8D type per Carpenter's equipment

20oz.  Sausage Tube Gun(s) 2 Builder

20oz. Cordless Sausage Tube Gun(s) Optional Optional

20oz.  Standard Large Tube Caulk Gun(s) 2 Builder

20oz. Cordless Standard caulk Gun(s) Optional Optional

Extra Sausage Gun Tips Builder

Build Smart Sealant Builder Provided by Build Smart

Huber Zip Tape or Huber Fluid Applied Sealant Builder
Enough for Zip Wall Seams on Panels, per 

manufacturer's instructions

Titebond Polyurethane Glue 8oz. Bottles Builder Moisture Cured Polyurethane Glue

Water Spray bottle 2 Builder For Moistening Moisture Cured Products

Case of 12 Large Tube Construction Adhesive Builder Band Adhesive

Rags Builder

Long Jabber for Cleaning out Sausge Gun Tips 2 Builder

Spray Foam & Foam Gun Builder

Lifting Straps Builder Assorted Sizes including 8' sling

Lifting Plates 4 Builder

The follwing or similar, for panel lifting 

plate:Upgear Temporary Fall Protection 

Model#A210402 (5000lb capacity), can be obtained 

at Home Depot

#10 x 2-1/2" Hex Head Wood Screws 50 Builder For Extra Lifting Plate Screws

Pressure Treated Sill Plates Per Builder

Screed boards (if using J-forms). Ripped to total 

width of wall panel bottom plate and stud wall 

sheathing thickness

Wall Top Plates Per Builder Builder Per Project Wall Plate Width

Band or Ribbon Materials as required by Floor 

System Manufacturer
Per Builder Builder Per Wood Floor Truss Manufacturer

Flashing at Panel to Basement Wall Per Builder

Field Bent Aluminum Metal Flashing Per Build 

Smart Detail at Build Smart Panel Band to Precast 

Basement, dimensions per specific project OR 

PROSOCO FastFlash applied to complete 

underside of Wall Panel or Band Panel ZIP/ EPS / 

OSB

Dryvit Rasp 1 Builder

Flat Bars 2 Builder

Digging Bar 1 Builder

Crow Bars 2 Builder

6" C-Clamps 2 Builder

Build Smart will have this when they are on site, 

recommend Builder has when Build Smart is not 

on site

8" C-Clamps 2 Builder

Build Smart will have this when they are on site, 

recommend Builder has when Build Smart is not 

on site

12" C-Clamps 2 Builder

Build Smart will have this when they are on site, 

recommend Builder has when Build Smart is not 

on site

Build SMART Clamping Tool Consult with Build SMART for details

Step Ladder-6' Builder

Step Ladder-8' Builder

Step Ladder-10'

3 legged ladder Optional

Fall Protection Program, Training and Equipment Specific to Project, implented by Builder

Impact Drill 2 Builder Cordless Preferred

Hammer Drill 1 Builder For Drilling Tacons

Cordless Drill Driver & Assorted Bits 1 Builder

Field Carpentry Crew needs to be equipped with standard compliment of wood wall framing tools-Power and Hand

FIELD ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT and 

MATERIALS CHECKLIST for BUILDER
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X Item Description Quantity Supplied By
Confirmed 

Delivered to site by
Notes

GRK Brand "R4-10x2-3/4" or Similar Builder

Will Be used Panel to Panel and Second Floor Sill 

Plates to Wood Floor System. Enough for Each 

Bottom Plate and end of panels and 2'-0" OC and 

enough for vertical Panel to Panel Seams-adjacent 

to top and bootom plate and then 2'-0" OC

Bits for GRK Brand or Panel Screws 10 Builder

Tapcons -1/4" x 3" Hex Builder

For PT Sill Plates into concrete slab, confirm and 

specify type and spacing per local code official and 

requirements

Drill Bits and Driver for setting Tapcons 1 Set

3/16" x 4-1/2" Tapcon or Masonry Bits N/A Builder

5/16" Hex Impact Hex Bits for setting Tapcons N/A Builder

#9 x2-1/2" Wood Screws Builder
For Securing Build Smart Floor System Bands, 

Perpendicular to Trusses

#9 x3" Wood Screws Builder

For Securing Build Smart Floor System Bands, 

Parallel to Floor Trusses & Perpendicular Roof 

Trusses

Wedge Anchors/ Thunderstuds Builder

For Final PT Sill Plate Setting into Concrete Slab, 

FINAL SIZING QUANTITY AND SPACING TO BE 

DETERMINED BY Builder, Depth Requirement Per 

Project Specific Assembly and Local Code 

Requirements 

Wedge Anchors/ Thunderstuds Drill Bit Builder
FINAL Drill Bit SIZING TO BE DETERMINED BY 

ENGINEERING

Simpson “SWDC truss screw” Builder Need Two per each end of roof truss

Concrete Slab /Vapor Barrier:

Vapor Block Tape
Enough for Vapor Block Vapor Barrier Seams and 

Vapor Boots

Vapor Block Boots Enough for Vapor Block Penetrations

Automotive Undercoating 2 Cans

J-Forms Prior to Walls

Dryvit Primus or Genesis (NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED 

at THE ENTIRE J-FORM FACE AND FILLER STRIP  PRIOR 

TO ANY WALLS BEING INSTALLED

Builder

Enough to cover top of J-Form and perimeter face 

of exposed J-Form, per manufacturer coverage 

rate

Dryvit Fiberglass Mesh (NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED at 

THE ENTIRE J-FORM FACE AND FILLER STRIP  PRIOR 

TO ANY WALLS BEING INSTALLED

Builder
Enough to cover top of J-Form and perimeter face 

of exposed J-Form
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Figure 1 below shows an example of a panel lifting plate. Included in the appendices are product 
information sheets for various other equipment and materials. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1: Example of a panel lifting plate.  
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2. J-Form and Slab Systems 
 
The Build SMART J-form system is a quick and affordable insulation solution for high 
performance building foundations. Using this system allows for the building slab’s footing and 
slab edge to be thermally isolated from ground contact.  It works in conjunction with the locally-
purchased insulation that is placed in the excavation and that receives the slab pour. The J-forms 
are high density, termite treated insulation, and they cut out a number of steps for the contractor. 
In order for the J-form installation to be completed efficiently, the contractor should read and 
understand the following instructions for a successful installation. 
 

 
 
Table 2: J-form checklist and resources 
 
BE SURE ALL “deep plumbing” and any other laterals, utilities and conduits that need to be 
placed under footers are done so prior to installing J-form systems. 
  

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐

☐ Drain tile installed Filter Socked Drain Tile Daylighted on initial excavation

☐ Compact gravel
#68 or #57 gravel is acceptable for the 
gravel footer, but do not use anything 
smaller

8” Thickness (Verify with Local Code Official). ALL GRAVEL 
MUST BE LEVEL TO INSURE PROPER J-FORM Installation 
an wall panel installation erection and sealing.

☐ Sand leveling bed installed Some installers use well tamped gravel 
and forego the sand leveler

Thin Layer <1” of cement sand/gravel over the gravel is best 
for leveling forms. ALL GRAVEL MUST BE LEVEL TO 
INSURE PROPER J-FORM installation and wall panel 
erection and sealing.

☐

1. Start with inside and outside corners
2. Pre-assemble corners, stake in place
3. Pre-assemble straight forms
4. Infill with straight forms. ALL J-FORMS MUST BE 
INSTALLED STRAIGHT AND LEVEL TO INSURE PROPER 
WALL PANEL INSTALLATION AND SEALING                                                            
5. Wrap air barrier into the forms leaving enough material to 
cover the bottom of the forms and overlap the edge of the 
form by 12” minimum (EPS Slab Foam must be installed prior 
to the Vapor (Air) Barrier being installed.
6. Install 2x PT plate temporarily on top of J Form to form 
screed edge
7. After slab is prepped and poured install infill piece on top of 
J Forms with  polyurethane moisture cured glue after slab is 
poured
8. Install High Density insert @ door locations
9. Parge top and face of J Form with Dryvit fiberglass mesh 
and “Primus” or “Genesis” prior to setting any wall panels

☐

Titebond Polyurethane glue: Franklin 
International
Obtained from: 
www.demandproducts.com
TB12 Polyurethane glue 12 oz. OR  

Similar Moisture Cured Polyurethane Glue

1. Use Protective Gloves
2. Moisten foam joints with H2O using spray bottle
3. Apply glue with disposable brushes
4. This glue EXPANDS (like spray foam) be sure forms are 
pinned prevent expansion.

Slab 

Build SMART J Form Passiv Foundation System
Footing prep 

J Forms (See additional 

detailed information in J-Form 

Narrative)

J Form glue

PHASE
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Exploded and Assembly Drawing 1: J-Forms and Slab 
 

1. The trench excavation should allow for a minimum of 8” of engineer-specified gravel 
below the form. The final 2” should be a finer type of pea gravel (as allowed by engineer 
detail). Be sure all gravel is tamped and leveled. Check with local codes for required 
depth minimum. 
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Fig. 2: All deep plumbing and utilities installed, #57 or #68 gravel installed and compacted. 
 

2. Perforated drainpipe with filter sock must be placed 4” from the outside of the trench and 
empty to a sump pit or daylight drain or according to local codes. 

3. #68 or #57 gravel is acceptable for the gravel footer, but do not use anything smaller. 
4. A thin layer (< 1”) of crushed stone sand or sand over the gravel is best for leveling forms 

(some experienced installers use well-tamped gravel and forego the sand leveler). 
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Fig. 3: Fine gravel installed and compacted. ALL J-FORMS MUST BE STRAIGHT AND 
LEVEL. Temporarily stake ends of J-form runs if adjacent J-form install lags < 3 minutes. 
 

5. Start with inside and outside corner J-forms (similar to block foundation installation); by 
pre-assembling them using moisture cured polyurethane glue. Use protective gloves and 
eye protection with the glue. Moisten foam joints with H2O to activate the foam adhesive 
using a spray bottle. Apply glue with disposable brushes or scrap wood. 
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Fig. 4: Example of polyurethane moisture cured adhesive                     Fig. 5: Example spray bottle for moistening foam  

     
 

6. The glue EXPANDS (similar to spray foam), so be sure forms are pinned at corners to 
prevent expansion. 

7. Temporarily secure corners with 3’-0” grade stake dowels or similar. 
 
Fig. 6: Be sure all corners are secured with temporary dowels to eliminate overall 
dimension creep created by expanding foam adhesive. Corners can also be preassembled 
and adhered, BE SURE ALL CORNERS ARE SQUARED. 
 

 
 

8. Pre-assemble straight forms in runs up to 24’ long and infill between corners with straight 
forms as foam will expand. If work flow needs to break prior to corner to corner J-form 
completion then a temporary stake or dowel needs to be set at the end of the overall run, 
as foam adhesive will expand. 
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9. ALL J-Forms MUST BE STRAIGHT AND LEVEL TO INSURE PROPER WALL 
PANEL ALIGNMENT AND INSTALLATION 
 

SLAB PREPARATION PRIOR TO COMPLETING J-FORM INSTALLATION 

 
 
Table 3: Slab preparation checklist and resources 
 
NOTE: Termite Treatment 
Although Build SMART slab and foam form systems are termite treated, there is no implied or 
direct warranty or guarantee of any pest control. Owners are encouraged to consult with their 
local building code requirements, lending institution requirements and a pest control expert. 
 
The Build SMART EPS slab foam system is comprised of slab insulation that is purchased from 
local vendors by the builder, J-Forms for slab-on-grade construction, and precast foundation 
panels for basement designs.  The system is a quick and affordable solution for high performance 
building foundations by providing thermal isolation from ground contact. The slab insulation is 
standard density EPS foam. It is termite treated insulation as are the J-forms and Build SMART 
basement foundation panels. In order for the installation to be completed efficiently, the 
contractor should read and understand these instructions for a successful installation.. 
 
BE SURE ALL “Deep plumbing” and any other laterals, utilities and conduits that need to be 
placed under footers are done so prior to installing J-form systems and basement wall systems.  

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐ Termite treated for ground contact Type, thickness, order

☐

Location of MEP, load bearing / piers / footer locations. Install 
deep plumbing and other utilities under footer locations prior to 
preparing for footers

☐

10 mil Vapor Block 10, Vapor Bond and 
accessories
www.buyplasticnow.com OR Similar

1. Install with enough lap to tape joints together & enough to 
lap the ends over the forms & under the air shell wall
2. Tape to join the Vapor Sheets together

☐
Vapor Boot System & Butyl Seal Tape
www.BuyPlasticNow.com OR Similar

Order enough quantity to seal penetrations joints to the Vapor 
Block System

☐
Vapor Barrier System must be protected from penetrations 
during construction

☐ Car undercoating

Undercoating can be applied to the vapor barrier penetrations 
at areas difficult to address with tape (Check with other 
project certification requirements and restrictions to assure 
this is acceptable material)

☐ Remove after pour and cover holes w/ tape

☐
1. Grouped penetrations are not recommended
2. May need “pitch pocket” strategy for grouped penetrations

Slab 

PHASE

Additional undercoating 
sealant

Wrap vapor barrier over J 

Multiple penetrations

Slab section details-see project specific design and construction documents. 
Product layers 

Under slab rough-in strategy

Vapor barrier

Vapor boots & vapor tape

Vapor barrier protection
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Exploded and Assembly Drawing 2: J-Forms and Slab 
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10. Be sure that all under slab rough-ins are completed and terminated/temporarily sealed to 

a height that will accommodate the final utility trim out above the slab. 
11. Gravel (#57) is to be installed at a minimum of 4” depth below the EPS Slab foam and at 

the correct elevation as per the Build SMART detail and cross sections and approved 
project details, documents and drawings. Be sure all gravel is level. 

12. Review the slab EPS layout plans and sections to verify where the footer density and 
standard density foam are to be placed. 

13. Install the EPS foam according to the layout, staggering the joints. If there are multiple 
layers of foam on the project, make effort to stagger the joints of each successive layer 
from the layer below. 

14. Joints are to be installed as tightly as possible to minimize thermal breaks. 
15. Once all of the EPS is installed, check the entire installation and seal any gaps that are 

1/8” or greater with spray foam. 
16. Prior to installation of air/vapor barrier, be sure all Slab Foam connections and seams are 

continuous and complete. 
17. Prior to installation of Air/ Vapor Barrier be sure all pest and termite treatments required 

by local code, lender, owner are applied to sub-form and sub-slab soils and gravel. 
18. Field check prior to install that all slab offsets, depressions, penetrations, rough ins, turn 

downs, portal frames and other hold downs etc. are complete and accurate. Trying make 
corrections later and repair Vapor / Air barrier later is possible but difficult. 

19. Install vapor (air) barrier system as per manufacturer’s instructions. Use complimenting 
accessories, tapes and boots from manufacturer to complete the system, seal the seams 
and seal around all penetrations. 

 

 
 
Fig. 7: Example of a vapor/air barrier boot system for vapor barrier penetrations. 
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20. Vapor (air) barrier must be continuous, complete and sealed throughout all vertical and 
horizontal assemblies of the slabs, footers, pier footings, etc. 

21. Multiple tight penetrations are best grouped within a “pitch pocket” type of bulk headed 
system where the vapor barrier can be cleanly terminated to the small bulk head and 
turned upwards towards the top of the slab to where it can be sealed after the slab pour. 
The grouping of multiple penetrations can be encased in a liquid filled termination that 
can be sealed with fiberglass or other suitable resin to properly and fully vapor and air 
seal. 

22. Protect all vapor barrier, including excess, during construction from penetrations and 
grinding in of any debris. Limit foot and construction activity traffic only necessary to 
complete pre-pour related activities. 

23. For any transitions from slab to other floor assemblies, the vapor barrier needs to be 
turned up to allow for future termination and sealing above the slab and at the transition 
areas. 

24. See J-form installation section for tips on allowing excess air barrier (vapor barrier) 
length. 

25. When installing reinforcing materials, use plastic chairs and accessories to help insure 
there are no unintended vapor (air) barrier penetrations. 

26. Wrap air (vapor) barrier into the forms leaving enough material to cover the bottom of 
the forms and overlap the outer edge of the J-form by 12” minimum, with enough excess 
length at all outboard edges so that once the concrete pulls the vapor barrier into the       
J-form there will be enough excess to overlap the outside edge of the J- form by 
minimum of 12”. 

27. Temporarily install 2x PT plates on top of J-forms and Overlapped Vapor/ Air Barrier to 
form a concrete form / screed edge. Use 6” course thread screws to temporarily hold the 
2x PT plate in place for the pour. Predrill holes for the screws and hand tighten them into 
the J-form. Screws should be snug. Do not use a mechanical driver so as not to strip foam 
from screw threads. The next greater dimensional 2x width of PT lumber than the wall 
panel plate widths should be considered (i.e., 2x4 wall panels to use 2x6 PT screed 
boards, 2x6 wall panels to use 2x8 PT screed boards), this will allow “ripping” of the 
temporary screed boards to the full width of the wall panel bottom plate/exterior 
sheathing dimension and can therefore be utilized for the slab/sill plate to receive the 
Build SMART wall panels. 
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Fig. 8: Vapor/air barrier placed over slab foam and into/over J-forms to allow 
excess for concrete to pull the barrier into the form and allow for enough to pull 
inboard after pour (see Fig. 11) . 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: PROSOCO R-Guard Joint & Seam Filler being applied approximately 1” to top of 
slab prior to slab vapor/air barrier being flipped onto top of slab. 
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Fig. 10: PROSOCO R-Guard Joint & Seam Filler applied to slab vapor/air barrier after 
vapor/air barrier is flipped to the top of the foundation. Take extra care at corners to keep 
cuts neat and sealant complete. 
 

 
 

Fig. 11: Vapor/air barrier pulled inboard towards slab and PT sill plates installed with 
Tapcon or similar fasteners. EPS infill pieces installed on top of J-forms. 
 

28. After the slab is prepped and poured, remove the temporary screed boards, which can 
then be ripped to the combined dimension of the Build SMART wall panel bottom 
plate/wall sheathing (i.e., 2x4 walls would be total ripped width of 4”).  

29. PROSOCO R-Guard Joint & Seam Filler will then be applied to the top of the slab 
approximately 1” inboard of slab edge. ALL SEALANTS TO BE APPLIED 
CONTINOUS, WITH NO VOIDS or THIN AREAS, approximately ½” bead, no 
less. All interfacing materials need to be wet set in sealants. 
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30. Wrap vapor barrier over the top of the slab towards the interior. Apply two beads of 
PROSOCO R-Guard Joint & Seam Filler to top of vapor barrier, approximately 2” 
inboard of exterior slab edge. ALL SEALANTS TO BE APPLIED CONTINOUS, 
WITH NO VOIDS or THIN AREAS, approximately ½” bead, no less. All 
interfacing materials need to be wet set in sealants. 

31. Install PT sill plates onto the slab according to coordinated and approve drawing 
dimensions. 

32. Temporarily install the sill plates utilizing low profile Tapcons (or similar). The final 
local code-required hold downs and fasteners will be installed after all the wall panels are 
installed. 

33. Install the EPS infill pieces on top of the J-forms with moisture cured polyurethane glue 
after the slab is poured. Do not adhere EPS foam filler at door panel areas. 

34. Install high density foam inserts at door locations. 
35. Parge the top and face of J-forms with Dryvit fiberglass mesh and “Primus” or “Genesis.” 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 12: Example of high density foam installed to align with door panel areas. 
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Fig. 13: Fiberglass Dryvit mesh installed at face of J-form at over top of J-foam top filler. 
 

 
 

Fig. 14: Dryvit Primus started to be coated at top of EPS filler strip and down the face of 
the J-form. 
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Fig. 15: Dryvit Primus started to be coated at top of EPS filler strip and down the face of 
the J-form. 
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3. Precast Foundation Systems 

 
The Build SMART pre-cast basement system is a quick and affordable solution for high 
performance building basements. Using this system allows for the basement space to be finished 
to the same level of comfort and energy performance as the rest of the structure. The basements 
are insulated and come with an integral footing, cutting out a number of steps for the contractor. 
In order for the installation to be completed efficiently, the contractor must prepare the site for a 
successful installation.  
 

 
 
Table 4: Foundation preparation checklist and resources 
 
The following items must be completed and coordinated to ensure the project goes smoothly: 
 

1. The excavation should be over-dug by contractor to comply with applicable safety 
requirements, a minimum of 24” on all sides for proper sealing of the joints. Trenches 
must be at least 32” wide at the base. 

 

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐
Location of bearing, detail, sub slab insulation, vapor barrier 
detail

☐
SIGA Dockskin primer, Wigluv tape. Vapor 
bond tape. Prosoco Joint & Seam

☐ Location, details
☐

☐
Location of bearing, detail, sub slab insulation, VB detail, 
construction sequence

☐ SIGA Dockskin primer, wigluv tape. 

ALL underslab vapor Barrier is to be terminated and Sealed to 
the Interior of The Build SMART foundation wall systems, then 
the vertical joints are to be sealed to the top of the foundation 
wall and terminated at the underside of the floor framing 
system sill plate gasketing

☐ http://www.conservationtechnology.com/

ALL underslab vapor Barrier is to be terminated and Sealed to 
the Interior of The Build SMART foundation wall systems, then 
the vertical joints are to be sealed to the top of the foundation 
wall and terminated at the underside of the floor framing 
system sill plate gasketing

PHASE

Basement foundation

Cast-in-place

Termination sealing of Vertical 
Build SMART Foundation 
Seams to top of foundation 
using Floor System Sill 
Gasketing

Slab/wall intersection

Vapor barrier connection 
slab/wall
Wall penetrations 

Build SMART Precast Walls

Slab/wall intersection

Vapor barrier connection 
slab/wall and at all vertical 
joints at wall
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Fig. 16: Example of installed precast foundation. 
 

2. Perforated drainpipe must be placed by the contractor 12” from the inside or outside of 
the basement wall leading to a sump pit or daylight drain or according to local codes. 

3. The contractor must supply corner pins at all outside corners that accurately define the 
position of the foundation. If sufficient pins are not in place, the contractor will reimburse 
the supplier at a rate of $250.00 per hour to establish such pins. 

4. The contractor shall prepare the work site and provide access to the work site for a 
tractor-trailer and a crane as per specifications set forth. Contractor is responsible for 
damage to sidewalks, driveways, etc. whenever equipment leaves public roadways to 
access the job site. Site access considerations include: 

a. No limitations in the approach to the site including bridges with weight or 
clearance limitations, lower overpasses, gravel or dirt roads, tight turning radius, 
steep grades, etc. 

b. At the site the truck will be able to access, turn around or departure access, 
unloading access from the side of the truck, etc. 

c. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to inform Build SMART of any local site 
access limitations prior to shipping. Any additional handling will result in 
additional shipping charges. 

5. If the work site is not accessible or prepared in accordance with the specifications, the 
contractor agrees to pay any expense incurred by the supplier for crane, truck, crew, and 
other costs associated with preparing the site (i.e., bulldozer, loader, etc.) 

6. Contractor is responsible for providing adequate protection for frost conditions that may 
occur as well as protecting the stone from freezing while the excavation is open. 

7. Contractor, all employees and subcontractors of the contractor, shall comply with all 
applicable building codes and safety requirements. Contractor agrees to instruct the 
owner that the owner must comply with all applicable building codes when finishing or 
modifying in any manner the walls supplied by the supplier. 
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8. The contractor must prepare the work site according to the specifications and supply a 
minimum of 6” of clean ½” crushed gravel over the entire floor of excavation and must 
be level to within +/– 1”. 

9. If the site is not prepared according to the specifications or the gravel is not level within 
+/– 1”, the contractor will be charged and agrees to pay the supplier at a rate of $250.00 
per hour for lost time. 

10. For any job requiring a crane larger than 50 tons, or a reach exceeding 60’, the contractor 
agrees to pay additional cost. 

11. The slab and floor framing diaphragm must be installed prior to backfilling the 
foundation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 17: Example of installed precast foundation with interior wall seams taped and sealed. 
 

12. Prior to installing the wood floor system gasket and wood sill plate, be sure that the top 
surface of the concrete foundation is clean and level. Check all holes, pockets, and voids. 
Pay special attention to voids that could create air barrier breaches at the sill gasket area. 
Voids, pockets, etc. can be filled with Quickrete FastSet Concrete Repair or Quickrete 
Quick-Setting cement or similar. Be sure to follow manufacturer’s instructions for 
application and verify if the product you select requires a fortifier or bonding agent. 

13. Seal the top terminated edge of the under slab vapor (air) barrier to the interior of the 
foundation walls completely and without voids. SIGA Dockskin primer and SIGA 
Wigluv tape or similar products can be used to seal and tape the vapor barrier to the 
foundation wall. Follow manufacturer’s installation instructions.  

14. Seal ALL vertical seams to the interior of the foundation walls completely and without 
voids. SIGA Dockskin primer and SIGA Wigluv tape or similar products can be used. 
Follow manufacturer’s installation instructions.  

15. Terminate the vertical seam tape at the top of the foundation wall by applying two runs of 
primer and tape across the top of the foundation walls completely and without voids so 
that it can be capped by the floor system sill and sill gasket, which brings the air barrier 
to the outer face of the wood floor system sill plate. SIGA Dockskin primer and SIGA 
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Wigluv tape or similar products can be used. Follow manufacturer’s installation 
instructions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18: Example of installed precast foundation with interior wall seams taped and sealed 
and terminated at the top of the wall with horizontal primer and tape that will interface 

with floor system sill gasket. 
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Fig 19: Wood floor system sill plate gasketed over top of precast basement foundation 
system tape and primer cap. 

 
16. Compaction of soil adjacent to the foundation is not recommended. If you intend to 

backfill with solid compaction adjacent to foundation, this must be approved by 
manufacturer prior to backfill. 

17. It is recommended that the backfill be self-compacting gravel. 
18. Apply foundation damp proofing in accordance with manufacturer instructions, approved 

construction documents and code requirements.  
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4. Panel Delivery 
 
The Build SMART wall panels and bands (panels without stud-wall framing) are packed on a 
skid system and wrapped in sheet poly that protects during shipping and storage on the site. If 
your order includes loose shipped windows and doors that are to be field installed, they will ship 
in separate crates that will arrive with the panels and the bands. The window and door hardware 
will also arrive with the shipment in small shipping boxes. 
 

1. The Sales Agreement establishes the estimated ship date.. Please allow at least two weeks 
prior to the Estimated ship date to arrange a specific shipping date. 

2. Please confirm with Build SMART that there is adequate site space to accommodate: 
a. Delivery access 
b. Delivery vehicle departure 
c. Offloading area 
d. Storage footprint to accommodate all packages and panel packages 
e. Dry protected storage for loose ship items 

 

 
 

Fig. 20: Example of wall panel packages. 
 

3. The panels will arrive on a full size flatbed truck that will have at least a 48’ trailer. 
4. Please be sure that the truck will have access to the site, including: 

a. No limitations in the approach to the site including bridges with weight or 
clearance limitations, lower overpasses, gravel or dirt roads, tight turning radius, 
steep grades, etc. 

b. At the site the truck will be able to access the unloading area, will have turn 
around or departure access, and unloading access from the side of the truck, etc. 

c. It is the responsibility of the purchaser to inform Build SMART of any local site 
access limitations prior to shipping. Any additional handling will result in 
additional shipping charges. 

5. When receiving date is confirmed, please arrange for your field personnel to be on site to 
receive the wall panels and bands. 
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6. The panel packages will typically be shipped in vertical packages. Custom panels, floor 
and roof bands will typically arrive in horizontal packages. 

7. All packages must be inspected prior to off-loading and any damage must be photo 
documented and reported to the shipping driver and Build SMART immediately, as well 
as noted on the receiving ticket. 

 

 
 

Fig. 21: Example of wall panel packages unwrapped on level site. 
 

8. Check that all contents are complete per packing slip and shipping confirmation. 
9. The packages are best unloaded with an all-terrain construction fork lift from the side of 

the flat bed. 
10. Panel packages must be stored on a flat, firm, well-draining or rain-protected surface. 
11. Sites that are not firm, not level or exposed to windy conditions will require that the 

packages be braced with bracing members staked to the ground. 
12. Please make arrangements for safe, dry and secure storage of the loose ship items which 

could include small boxes of sealants, window and door hardware, crated loose windows 
and doors for field installation.  
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5. Panel Installation 
 
The Build SMART wall system is a quick and affordable solution for high performance 
buildings. Using this system allows for the simultaneous installation of the structural wall, air 
barrier, exterior insulation, nail base, weather resistant barrier and pre-installed and pre-airtighted 
windows and doors. The walls come in pre-manufactured sections, cutting out a number of steps 
for the contractor. In order for the installation to be completed efficiently, the contractor should 
completely read and understand the following instructions for a successful installation. Please 
refer to all details and photos in this section and other related sections of the manual. It is critical 
that all foundation, slab and floor systems be straight, square and level for wall panels and band 
systems to interface correctly. 
 

 
 
Exploded and Assembly Drawing 3: Wall Panels on Slab 
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Exploded and Assembly Drawing 4: Outside Corner Wall Panels on Slab 
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Exploded and Assembly Drawing 5: Inside Corner Wall Panels on Slab 
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Exploded and Assembly Drawing 6:  3 Story Wall Panels System 
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Exploded and Assembly Drawing 7:  Roof and Ceiling System 
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Table 5: Wall panel checklist and resources 

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐
Sealant: Prosoco Joint and Seam

1. Install sealant on slab
2. Wrap under slab poly air barrier over sealant
3. Install sealant on poly air barrier
4. Install pressure treated bottom plates with exterior OSB rip 
on poly
5. Ensure plates are square and level
6. Install bottom plates installed in seamless manner

☐

☐ Sealant: Prosoco Joint and Seam

1. Install sealant on top of basement wall/insulated band 
intersection
2. Install construction adhesive on top and bottom ribbon 
boards
3. Screw insulated band from interior as per engineering 
details

☐
Prosoco Joint and Seam

☐

☐ Prosoco Joint and Seam 1. Sealant must be continuous & even bead
2. Apply horizontal sealant 2” longer than wall length

☐
Prosoco Joint and Seam 1. Sealant must be continuous & even bead

2. Apply vertical sealant complete to ENTIRE top to bottom

☐

☐ GRK-R4-10x2-3/4" or Equal
1. Install screws starting at within 3" from bottom of top plate 
and within 3" from top of bottom plate and then 2'-0" OC

☐

1. Inspect from top of panels once all panels are set
2. Mark face of panels that have gaps of 1/8" or greater
3. Drill series of holes large enough to accept spray foam 
nozzle starting at 3" from bottom of panel and the 16" OC to 
top
4. Work from bottom hole to top and insert spray foam nozzle 
and insert foam to be sure it fills the entire seam. Work spray 
nozzle to interior of panel and pull out as foam fills

☐
Apply ZIP tape or Fluid Applied Sealant per Manufacturer's 
Instructions

☐

1. Inspect that all seams are taped & tape is not wrinkled or 
breached
2. Be sure all fasteners are sealed

☐
Top plate ZIP cap must be nailed to top plate & installed at 
least 2” beyond interior of top plate

☐
Dockskin primer, Wigluv tape, Prosoco 
Joint and Seam

1. Be Sure that top plate cap is continuously sealed with tape 
or liquid sealant
2. Do not forget to seal bottom of butt joints between OSB cap 
extension

☐

After trusses are set be sure that the seal is not breached and 
repair any breaches
CARE SHOULD BE APPLIED WHEN SETTING TRUSSES 

TO MINIMIZE BREACHES

☐
Dockskin primer, Wigluv tape, Prosoco 
Joint and Seam or ZIP Sealants

1. OSB or ZIP applied to bottom chords of trusses with 
screws, be sure all screws go into chords
2. All seams need sealing with OSB or ZIP compatible TAPE 
& primer or liquid sealant
3. All fasteners must be sealed
4. Inspect all

☐ Prosoco Joint and Seam All anchor bolts and other bottom plate penetrations are 
sealed

Application & sealing of OSB 
or ZIP to ceiling

Bottom plate penetrations

Inspect wall panel foam to 
foam for gaps. Apply spray 
foam to gaps of 1/8" or greater

Seal WRB zip sheathing with 
tape or liquid sealant

ZIP Wall seam & wall fastener 
inspection

Top plate ZIP cap extension

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
sealing

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
inspection after truss setting

Install vertical sealant at band 
panel to band panel 

All frame walls/roof
Begin at corner and apply 
horizontal sealant to pressure 
Apply vertical sealant at panel 
to panel OSB Air Barrier 
Apply two vertical beads of 
Construction Adhesive at 

Fasten Panels together with 
Structural Screws

Build SMART Wall & Roof 

Frame walls on slab

Install pressure treated bottom 
plate that is ripped equal in 
width to the full width of the 
exterior framed wall studs and 
exterior OSB sheathing

Frame walls on wood

Install structural insulated 
band @ the exterior perimeter 
of floor system

PHASE
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The ease of installation of this product is directly related to the surface it is bearing on. It is 
critical that the bearing surface be square and level. This will greatly speed the installation 
of the panels. Making the effort to square and level your bearing surface is well worth the 
time. 
 
Be sure all sealants, tapes and gaskets are applied and installed per manufacturer’s instructions. 
Be sure all components are assembled in a wet set of the sealant, do not allow sealant to begin to 
cure prior to setting adjoining components. NO “cold joints.” 
 

1. Please read, understand and utilize the following overall protocol throughout the erection 
and installation process: 

a. Follow all sealant manufacturers’ application and installation instructions. 
b. All air barriers must align and all air barriers and connections must be sealed 

continuously and completely, NO EXCEPTIONS. Do this as the construction 
occurs (very difficult to “come back” to an air barrier connection repair). 

c. Inspect all connections during each assembly installation to catch ANY breaches 
in sealants or air barrier connections. View all adjoining surfaces from all visible 
sides and junctions. 

d. Once each assembly phase is completed, then the complete assembly needs to be 
inspected from all visible sides to identify any breaches or potential penetrations 
and corrected prior to moving ono the next phase. Air and thermal penetrations 
are far easier to repair “as you go.” 

e. Apply the PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant on any fastener penetrating an air 
barrier. 

f. All exterior fasteners which breach the air barrier must have PROSOCO Joint and 
Seam sealant applied or assurances that the fasteners have made a full stud or 
plate connection. 

g. All wall assemblies are to be lifted onto sealants to best prevent sealants from 
being scraped off. Inspect sealants at each wall panel installation to be sure 
sealants are complete. Prevent “cold joints” between panel sill sealants from panel 
to panel. If there is a work break between wall panel installations be sure sealants 
are scraped to properly receive the next adjacent panel. 

h. It is imperative, to best assure airtightness, that the panel to panel connection 
sealants need to be applied continuously and completely at OSB to OSB air 
barrier connections. ALL SEALANTS NEED TO BE CONTINUOUS. 

i. All wall panels are to be plumbed and braced at each end and no greater than 8’-
0” o.c. as each panel is erected. 

j. Any panel greater than 10’-0” in height or with a hinge point from panel below 
will need an appropriate length brace that will not exceed a 60 degree angle from 
the bracing connection and shall have a counter purlin type of brace to prevent 
any excess brace flexing. 

k. All sill plate junctions need to be filled completely and continuously top to 
bottom and side to side with PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant. 

l. Start panel installation with a corner panel. 
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m. Continue to check overall exterior wall line dimension string as you proceed. 
Occasionally the foundation or floor system will vary from the overall combined 
wall panel dimensions. Please refer to the appropriate section of this manual for 
the remedy. 

n. Wall top plates at outside faces need to be sealed continuous to the top portion of 
the OSB wall panel air barrier. Please refer to drawing details and diagrams. 

o. Once all panels are installed, perform inspection of installation from all sides to 
be sure all sealants are complete and EPS does not have voids in excess of 1/8”. 
Critical inspection is best viewed from the top of the wall panel connections prior 
to final top plate being installed. Apply additional PROSOCO Joint and Seam at 
areas that are not filled to the top. Areas where the EPS to EPS voids are greater 
than 1/8” need to be marked at an easily viewed area of those panels at the face of 
the ZIP wall. 

i. EPS voids in excess of 1/8” between adjacent panels need to be foam 
filled from the bottom to the top by way of drilling holes large enough for 
the spray foam application nozzle to access the EPS void. Drill holes 
immediately adjacent to the top and bottom plates and then 16” o.c. 
between top and bottom. Starting from the bottom inject spray foam from 
the back of the EPS closest to the EPS and keep working and filling each 
successive hole to the top. 

 

 
 

Fig. 22: Inspect all junctions to be sure all sealants and foam are connected and complete. 
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p. Additional thermal barrier and air barrier performance assurances can be 

inspected through infrared camera testing by creating a minimum 18 degree ΔT 
for a minimum of 18 hours once the air envelope is complete. Thermal and air 
barrier penetrations, breaches and leaks should be corrected prior to ZIP tape 
installation. 

2. Preparing to install Build SMART wall panels on a Build SMART slab system: 
a. Install sealant on top slab edge and wrap slab poly air barrier over sealant. 
b. Install sealant on poly air barrier and install ripped pressure treated bottom plate 

prior to wall installation. It is critical that the plate be square and level. Install 
bottom plates and seal all butt seams with sealant. 

c. Inspect all bottom plate penetrations. Seal all anchor bolts and other bottom plate 
penetrations. 

d. Install flashing/termite shield or PROSOCO Fast Flash to the underside of wall 
panel EPS/ZIP (as applicable to specific project details or requirements) between 
J-form and bottom of wall panel.  

e. Proceed to Step 4. 
3. Installing floor band system at framed floor systems: 

a. Be sure all floor systems are installed per project specific design, details, 
drawings, local code requirements and manufacturer instructions. 

b. Be sure all foundation coatings and flashing systems are installed per project 
specific design, details, drawings, local code requirements and manufacturer 
instructions section and applicable drawing details in this manual.  

c. Install floor system to foundation sill plates and seal all butt seams with 
PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant. It is critical that the sill plate be square and 
level. Be sure floor system sill gaskets are in place, complete, without voids and 
connected to the foundation system air sealing tapes and sealants. 

d. Be sure all foundation coatings and flashing systems are installed per project 
specific design, details, drawings, local code requirements and manufacturer 
instructions section and applicable drawing details in this manual.  

e. Coat bottom of all Build SMART bands with PROSOCO Fast Flash that will be 
in contact with foundation systems. 
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Fig. 23: Floor band system being prepared with PROSOCO FastFlash to interface with 
concrete foundation. 

 
f. Apply PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant continuously and without voids to the 

floor system sill plate connected to the foundation to continue the air barrier per 
manual details and sections and project drawings. Be sure to wet set the Build 
SMART bands into the PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant prior to sealant curing. 
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Fig. 24: Sealant applied to foundation to connect wood floor system air barrier to band 
system air barrier. 

 
g. Be sure that all the OSB layers at the Build SMART band are sealed completely 

and continuously with PROSOCO Joint and Seam to the wood floor 
sill/foundation connection to assure continuity of the air barrier. 

h. Apply adhesive to the ribbon or floor framing system per drawing detail in this 
section and project specific drawing sections and details. 
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Fig. 25: Adhesive applied to wood floor system ribbon to adhere Build SMART panel to 
wood floor system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 26: Sealant applied to connect lower level wall panel air barrier to band system air 
barrier. 
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i. Fasten the Build SMART bands from the interior as per section details in this 
manual and applicable project specific drawings and specifications. 

j. As the floor bands are being installed, be sure that all vertical band to band OSB 
seams are sealed completely with PROSOCO Joint and Seam. 

k. Install and sheath the floor system per design and project specific documents. It is 
critical that the floor system be square and level. 

l. Floor trusses need to be designed with a top and bottom ribbon board per detail. 
m. Proceed to Step 4. 

4. Installing Build SMART wall panels: 
a. The OSB layer is the air barrier component of the assemblies, so it is critical that 

all OSB edges receive continuous and complete sealants at all OSB connections. 
b. The PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant must be a continuous in an even bead 

approximately ¾” wide. Apply the horizontal sealant 2” longer than wall length 
you are setting. 

c. Install PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant at ALL OSB panel to panel and band 
connections. 

d. Fasten bottom plates of walls as per code requirements. Minimum needs to be 
GRK R4-10x2-3/4” structural screws or equal at the end of each panel and no 
greater than 2’-0” o.c. 

e. Apply PROSOCO Joint and Seam to the OSB top edge of the Build SMART 
band/wood floor system area where the underside of the Build SMART wall panel 
OSB will interface with the band OSB. If it is a slab system be sure the top side at 
the outermost edge of the sill plate has the bead of PROSOCO Joint and Seam 
applied where the underside of the wall panel OSB will interface. Be sure sealant 
is COMPLETE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM AND CONTINUOUS WITHOUT 
VOIDS. 

f. Begin at a corner and apply PROSOCO Joint and Seam sealant to pressure treated 
bottom plate/wall bottom plate intersection or the floor system/wall bottom plate 
intersection at the stud/OSB interface. 

g. Apply PROSOCO Joint and Seam to the OSB vertical side edge of the corner 
panel at the side of the next adjacent panel to be installed. Be sure sealant is 
COMPLETE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM AND CONTINUOUS WITHOUT 
VOIDS. 

h. Stand the next panel up adjacent to the corner. 
i. TAKE CARE NOT TO SCRAPE ANY PROSOCO JOINT AND SEAM OFF 

ANY OF THE VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL CONNECTIONS. 
j. Stand all adjoining panels to a clearance of about 1” apart from the previously 

installed panel and be sure underside of OSB at wall panel lands squarely on the 
Joint and Seam sealant at the band or slab sill plate, then laterally slide panel to 
abut the adjacent panel. 

k. Fasten panels together with GRK R4-10x2-3/4” structural screws or equal. Install 
screws just above the bottom plate and below the top plate and 2’-0” o.c. 
maximum spacing along the length of the mating studs. 
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l. Once the walls are set, install a second top plate to align and tie the wall panels. 
Brace the wall panels at a minimum of 8’-0” o.c. Straighten and align the walls 
using standard construction methods, processes, tolerances and standards. 

m. If there is another floor repeat Step 4, if not proceed to Step 5. 
 

 
 

Fig. 27: Example of corner panel being prepared to set. 
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Fig. 28: Example of wall panel being transported to be set with all terrain lift and lifting 
plates/sling. 
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Fig. 29: Example of wall panel corners and wall panels set. 
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Fig. 30: Example of wall panel with door being set, note that door panel is set directly to 
slab with sill plates cut to accommodate door panel. 

 

 
 

Fig. 31: Example of wall panel air barrier (vertical OSB edge) sealant being applied. 
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Fig. 32: Example of sill sealant to interface with wall panel air barrier (horizontal wall 
panel OSB) being applied. 

 

 
 

Fig. 33: Temporary block installed to allow levering panel tightly to adjacent panel. 
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Fig. 34: Temporary angle clips and C-clamps to assist in fitting panels tight. 
 

5. Installing the Build SMART roof band and complimenting ceiling system: 
a. After installing the second top plate atop the Build SMART wall panel top plate, 

install the OSB or ZIP top plate cap extension. This is a rip of 7/16” sheet goods 
(OSB, plywood or ZIP). Top plate cap extension must be nailed to top plate & 
installed at least 2 ½” beyond the interior of the wall top plate, so a 2x4 wall 
would have rips of 6” (minimum) x 8’ of sheet goods.  

b. Be sure that top plate cap is continuously sealed with tape or liquid sealant to the 
OSB layer of the Build SMART panel. Do not forget to seal the bottom of butt 
joints between OSB cap extensions to prevent air bypass at the butt joints. 

c. Set the roof trusses on the top plate cap extension. Install Simpson “SWDC truss 
screw” or equal for required hold down. (NOTE: standard roof hold down clips 
will not interface with the air barrier ceiling system) After trusses are set, inspect 
the installation to verify that the seal is not breached and repair any breaches. 
Care should be taken to minimize breaches during installation. 

d. Install the roof sheathing and temporary roof protection. 
e. Install the air tight “lid” with OSB or ZIP applied to the bottom chords of trusses 

with screws, be sure all screws go into chords.  
f. Seal all seams in the OSB with compatible primer and tape or liquid sealant. If 

using ZIP system, utilize ZIP system sealants per manufacturer’s instructions. All 
fasteners should be sealed. 
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6. Conduct the first air test after all air barriers are completely sealed and installed. After 
successful completion of the air test install the Build SMART insulated roof band as per 
engineering requirements.  

7. Seal the entire project exterior WRB ZIP sheathing with tape or liquid sealant per 
manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

 
 
Table 6: Wall panel installation checklist and resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐
Conservation Technology
http://www.conservationtechnology.com/

Bottom plates installed in seamless manner

☐
If glue is to be applied it must be continuous and even bead at 
all studs and plates

☐
One door opening is allowed for access and to facilitate 
blower door set up

☐
Huber ZIP wall
Prosoco coatings

ZIP tape with squeegee at ZIP wall. Alternates include 
Prosoco coatings, tape on OSB with primer (refer to 
assembly plan callouts)

☐

Wigluv & Dockskin Primer 
(www.smallplanetworkshop.com) or Vapor 
Barrier Butyl Tape 
(www.buyplasticnow.com)

Be sure vapor barrier and ZIP wall are taped & sealed 
together both at the seam of tape/ZIP wall prior to folding up 
the ZIP wall and after the vapor barrier is lapped up to the ZIP 
wall
INSPECT ALL VAPOR BARRIER & REPAIR ANY 

BREACHES & HOLES

☐

1. Inspect that all seams are taped & tape is not wrinkled or 
breached
2. Be sure all fasteners are sealed

☐
Top Plate Zip Cap must be nailed to top plate & installed at 
least 2” beyond top plate

☐
Be Sure that Top Plate Cap is continuously taped to wall 
sheathing at exterior with Zip Tape

☐

After Trusses are set be sure that the Tape is not breached 
and repair any breaches
CARE SHOULD BE APPLIED WHEN SETTING TRUSSES 

TO MINIMIZE BREACHES

☐

1. OSB applied to bottom chords of trusses with screws, be 
sure all screws go into chords.
2. All seams need sealing with OSB compatible TAPE & 
primer
3. All fasteners must be sealed
4. Inspect all

☐
All anchor bolts and other bottom plate penetrations are 
sealed with polyurethane caulk

☐

☐ Not required for Rockwool
☐

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
taping inspection after truss 
setting

Application & sealing of OSB 
to ceiling

Bottom Plate Penetrations

Frame walls – exterior insulation
Install vinyl termite shield 
Min ¼”/ft fall @ window sills

Be sure all sheathing is 
complete from bottom of wall 
Be sure all exterior sheathing 
tape is applied at all wall air 
barrier

Slab vapor barrier to ZIP wall

Wall seam & wall fastener 
inspection

Top plate ZIP cap extension

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
taping

Hand Framed Wall & Roof 

Frame walls with ZIP wall air 

Bottom plate gasketing

Verify if glued ZIP wall or 
sheathing is required

PHASE
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6. Appendices 
a. Project Checklists 

 

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

☐
Preconstruction Planning with Designer, Architect, 

Engineer, Contractor, CPHC and all Raters is critical

☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Thickness, location, assembly
☐ Location, assembly, transitions
☐ Specs, assembly, air tightness
☐ Location, assembly, air tightness

☐
Layout, insulation, air tightness, flow requirements, structural 
integration

☐ Pipe lengths and DHW and water sense requirements

☐
1. Pre-certification prior to construction
2. Energy Star requirements

☐

☐ Review and emphasize construction details

☐

Educate field crew and build team on importance of air barrier 
continuity and integrity, demonstrate and display materials 
and products

☐
Demonstrate testing and equipment and explain their value 
throughout the construction process

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐

☐ Drain tile installed Filter Socked Drain Tile Daylighted on initial excavation

☐ Compact gravel
#68 or #57 gravel is acceptable for the 
gravel footer, but do not use anything 
smaller

8” Thickness (Verify with Local Code Official). ALL GRAVEL 
MUST BE LEVEL TO INSURE PROPER J-FORM Installation 
an wall panel installation erection and sealing.

☐ Sand leveling bed installed Some installers use well tamped gravel 
and forego the sand leveler

Thin Layer <1” of cement sand/gravel over the gravel is best 
for leveling forms. ALL GRAVEL MUST BE LEVEL TO 
INSURE PROPER J-FORM installation and wall panel 
erection and sealing.

☐

1. Start with inside and outside corners
2. Pre-assemble corners, stake in place
3. Pre-assemble straight forms
4. Infill with straight forms. ALL J-FORMS MUST BE 
INSTALLED STRAIGHT AND LEVEL TO INSURE PROPER 
WALL PANEL INSTALLATION AND SEALING                                                            
5. Wrap air barrier into the forms leaving enough material to 
cover the bottom of the forms and overlap the edge of the 
form by 12” minimum (EPS Slab Foam must be installed prior 
to the Vapor (Air) Barrier being installed.
6. Install 2x PT plate temporarily on top of J Form to form 
screed edge
7. After slab is prepped and poured install infill piece on top of 
J Forms with  polyurethane moisture cured glue after slab is 
poured
8. Install High Density insert @ door locations
9. Parge top and face of J Form with Dryvit fiberglass mesh 
and “Primus” or “Genesis” prior to setting any wall panels

☐

Titebond Polyurethane glue: Franklin 
International
Obtained from: 
www.demandproducts.com
TB12 Polyurethane glue 12 oz. OR  

Similar Moisture Cured Polyurethane Glue

1. Use Protective Gloves
2. Moisten foam joints with H2O using spray bottle
3. Apply glue with disposable brushes
4. This glue EXPANDS (like spray foam) be sure forms are 
pinned prevent expansion.

Wall insulation
Roof/ceiling insulation
Air barrier strategy
Windows & doors
Shading & exterior 

Mechanical design

PHASE

Preconstruction

Verify understanding of PHPP calculations & design requirements and review 
of project specific assemblies

Basement insulation
Slab insulation

Slab 

Build SMART J Form Passiv Foundation System
Footing prep 

J Forms (See additional 

detailed information in J-Form 

Narrative)

J Form glue

Plumbing design

PHIUS+ certification

Team preparation
Detailed section presentation

Importance of air barrier

Testing equipment

PHASE
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ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐ Termite treated for ground contact Type, thickness, order

☐

Location of MEP, load bearing / piers / footer locations. Install 
deep plumbing and other utilities under footer locations prior to 
preparing for footers

☐

10 mil Vapor Block 10, Vapor Bond and 
accessories
www.buyplasticnow.com OR Similar

1. Install with enough lap to tape joints together & enough to 
lap the ends over the forms & under the air shell wall
2. Tape to join the Vapor Sheets together

☐
Vapor Boot System & Butyl Seal Tape
www.BuyPlasticNow.com OR Similar

Order enough quantity to seal penetrations joints to the Vapor 
Block System

☐
Vapor Barrier System must be protected from penetrations 
during construction

☐ Car undercoating

Undercoating can be applied to the vapor barrier penetrations 
at areas difficult to address with tape (Check with other 
project certification requirements and restrictions to assure 
this is acceptable material)

☐ Remove after pour and cover holes w/ tape

☐
1. Grouped penetrations are not recommended
2. May need “pitch pocket” strategy for grouped penetrations

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐
Location of bearing, detail, sub slab insulation, vapor barrier 
detail

☐
SIGA Dockskin primer, Wigluv tape. Vapor 
bond tape. Prosoco Joint & Seam

☐ Location, details
☐

☐
Location of bearing, detail, sub slab insulation, VB detail, 
construction sequence

☐ SIGA Dockskin primer, wigluv tape. 

ALL underslab vapor Barrier is to be terminated and Sealed to 
the Interior of The Build SMART foundation wall systems, then 
the vertical joints are to be sealed to the top of the foundation 
wall and terminated at the underside of the floor framing 
system sill plate gasketing

☐ http://www.conservationtechnology.com/

ALL underslab vapor Barrier is to be terminated and Sealed to 
the Interior of The Build SMART foundation wall systems, then 
the vertical joints are to be sealed to the top of the foundation 
wall and terminated at the underside of the floor framing 
system sill plate gasketing

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐
Sealant: Prosoco Joint and Seam

1. Install sealant on slab
2. Wrap under slab poly air barrier over sealant
3. Install sealant on poly air barrier
4. Install pressure treated bottom plates with exterior OSB rip 
on poly
5. Ensure plates are square and level
6. Install bottom plates installed in seamless manner

☐

☐ Sealant: Prosoco Joint and Seam

1. Install sealant on top of basement wall/insulated band 
intersection
2. Install construction adhesive on top and bottom ribbon 
boards
3. Screw insulated band from interior as per engineering 
details

☐
Prosoco Joint and SeamInstall vertical sealant at band 

panel to band panel 

Termination sealing of Vertical 
Build SMART Foundation 
Seams to top of foundation 
using Floor System Sill 
Gasketing

Build SMART Wall & Roof 

Frame walls on slab

Install pressure treated bottom 
plate that is ripped equal in 
width to the full width of the 
exterior framed wall studs and 
exterior OSB sheathing

Frame walls on wood

Install structural insulated 
band @ the exterior perimeter 
of floor system

Slab/wall intersection

Vapor barrier connection 
slab/wall
Wall penetrations 

Build SMART Precast Walls

Slab/wall intersection

Vapor barrier connection 
slab/wall and at all vertical 
joints at wall

PHASE

Additional undercoating 
sealant

Wrap vapor barrier over J 

Multiple penetrations

PHASE

Basement foundation

Cast-in-place

Slab section details-see project specific design and construction documents. 
Product layers 

Under slab rough-in strategy

Vapor barrier

Vapor boots & vapor tape

Vapor barrier protection

Slab 

PHASE
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☐

☐ Prosoco Joint and Seam 1. Sealant must be continuous & even bead
2. Apply horizontal sealant 2” longer than wall length

☐
Prosoco Joint and Seam 1. Sealant must be continuous & even bead

2. Apply vertical sealant complete to ENTIRE top to bottom

☐

☐ GRK-R4-10x2-3/4" or Equal
1. Install screws starting at within 3" from bottom of top plate 
and within 3" from top of bottom plate and then 2'-0" OC

☐

1. Inspect from top of panels once all panels are set
2. Mark face of panels that have gaps of 1/8" or greater
3. Drill series of holes large enough to accept spray foam 
nozzle starting at 3" from bottom of panel and the 16" OC to 
top
4. Work from bottom hole to top and insert spray foam nozzle 
and insert foam to be sure it fills the entire seam. Work spray 
nozzle to interior of panel and pull out as foam fills

☐
Apply ZIP tape or Fluid Applied Sealant per Manufacturer's 
Instructions

☐

1. Inspect that all seams are taped & tape is not wrinkled or 
breached
2. Be sure all fasteners are sealed

☐
Top plate ZIP cap must be nailed to top plate & installed at 
least 2” beyond interior of top plate

☐
Dockskin primer, Wigluv tape, Prosoco 
Joint and Seam

1. Be Sure that top plate cap is continuously sealed with tape 
or liquid sealant
2. Do not forget to seal bottom of butt joints between OSB cap 
extension

☐

After trusses are set be sure that the seal is not breached and 
repair any breaches
CARE SHOULD BE APPLIED WHEN SETTING TRUSSES 

TO MINIMIZE BREACHES

☐
Dockskin primer, Wigluv tape, Prosoco 
Joint and Seam or ZIP Sealants

1. OSB or ZIP applied to bottom chords of trusses with 
screws, be sure all screws go into chords
2. All seams need sealing with OSB or ZIP compatible TAPE 
& primer or liquid sealant
3. All fasteners must be sealed
4. Inspect all

☐ Prosoco Joint and Seam All anchor bolts and other bottom plate penetrations are 
sealed

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐
Conservation Technology
http://www.conservationtechnology.com/

Bottom plates installed in seamless manner

☐
If glue is to be applied it must be continuous and even bead at 
all studs and plates

☐
One door opening is allowed for access and to facilitate 
blower door set up

☐
Huber ZIP wall
Prosoco coatings

ZIP tape with squeegee at ZIP wall. Alternates include 
Prosoco coatings, tape on OSB with primer (refer to 
assembly plan callouts)

☐

Wigluv & Dockskin Primer 
(www.smallplanetworkshop.com) or Vapor 
Barrier Butyl Tape 
(www.buyplasticnow.com)

Be sure vapor barrier and ZIP wall are taped & sealed 
together both at the seam of tape/ZIP wall prior to folding up 
the ZIP wall and after the vapor barrier is lapped up to the ZIP 
wall
INSPECT ALL VAPOR BARRIER & REPAIR ANY 

BREACHES & HOLES

Be sure all sheathing is 
complete from bottom of wall 
Be sure all exterior sheathing 
tape is applied at all wall air 
barrier

Slab vapor barrier to ZIP wall

Application & sealing of OSB 
or ZIP to ceiling

Bottom plate penetrations

Hand Framed Wall & Roof 

Frame walls with ZIP wall air 

Bottom plate gasketing

Verify if glued ZIP wall or 
sheathing is required

PHASE

Inspect wall panel foam to 
foam for gaps. Apply spray 
foam to gaps of 1/8" or greater

Seal WRB zip sheathing with 
tape or liquid sealant

ZIP Wall seam & wall fastener 
inspection

Top plate ZIP cap extension

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
sealing

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
inspection after truss setting

All frame walls/roof
Begin at corner and apply 
horizontal sealant to pressure 
Apply vertical sealant at panel 
to panel OSB Air Barrier 
Apply two vertical beads of 
Construction Adhesive at 

Fasten Panels together with 
Structural Screws
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☐

1. Inspect that all seams are taped & tape is not wrinkled or 
breached
2. Be sure all fasteners are sealed

☐
Top Plate Zip Cap must be nailed to top plate & installed at 
least 2” beyond top plate

☐
Be Sure that Top Plate Cap is continuously taped to wall 
sheathing at exterior with Zip Tape

☐

After Trusses are set be sure that the Tape is not breached 
and repair any breaches
CARE SHOULD BE APPLIED WHEN SETTING TRUSSES 

TO MINIMIZE BREACHES

☐

1. OSB applied to bottom chords of trusses with screws, be 
sure all screws go into chords.
2. All seams need sealing with OSB compatible TAPE & 
primer
3. All fasteners must be sealed
4. Inspect all

☐
All anchor bolts and other bottom plate penetrations are 
sealed with polyurethane caulk

☐

☐ Not required for Rockwool
☐

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

Refer to applicable details, photos and drawings

☐

☐

☐ PROSOCO FastFLash Applied to interior jacks, sills, header of rough opening
☐ ZIP tape
☐ Nylon
☐ Backer Rod Between window & rough opening
☐ PROSOCO AirDam Between window & rough opening

☐
Verify strategy and  if parts need to be installed as windows / 
doors are installed

☐

☐ http://www.metroscreenworks.com/

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

☐
Emphasize air sealing priorities, potential pathways & 
methods for air sealing

☐ Prior to insulation, moisture content of framing must be <17%

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐
All air shell areas need inspections including exterior walls & 
ceilings

Inspect all penetrations

Review all rough-ins with each 
sub prior to starting of work

Photograph and document all 
rough-ins and framing

Flashing & sealing
Exterior
Cavities
Interior

Insulation
Interior

Screen installation details

Measure & order screens
Verify solar reflective % with 

MEP Rough In

PHASE

Window & Door Installation

Fabricate window brackets
Flashing & sealing

Rough Opening
Exterior
Shims

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
taping inspection after truss 
setting

Application & sealing of OSB 
to ceiling

Bottom Plate Penetrations

Frame walls – exterior insulation
Install vinyl termite shield 
Min ¼”/ft fall @ window sills

PHASE

Wall seam & wall fastener 
inspection

Top plate ZIP cap extension

Top plate ZIP cap extension 
taping
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ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐

☐ REFER TO ALL PHIUS+ Checklists

☐

☐ Thermal Imaging PHIUS will require minimum 18 degree Delta heated minimum 
of 24 hours at insulation inspection

☐

☐ REFER TO ALL ENERGY STAR Checklists

☐ Min grade 2 batts required

ITEM PRODUCT (if applicable) NOTES

☐ Prior to any exterior insulation installed
☐

☐ < 10,000 CF 0.45 ACH50

☐ 10,000 – 20,000 CF 0.40 ACH50

☐ 20,000 – 30,000 CF 0.35 ACH50

☐ > 40,000 CF 0.30 ACH50

☐ Prior to any interior or exterior insulation installed
☐

☐ < 10,000 CF 0.60 ACH50

☐ 10,000 – 20,000 CF 0.55 ACH50

☐ 20,000 – 30,000 CF 0.50 ACH50

☐ > 40,000 CF 0.45 ACH50

Target benchmark

Energy Star
Grade 1 batt insulation

Air Testing Method

First air test after panel 
Target benchmark

Second air test after MEP rough-

Wall penetrations
Ceiling penetrations

PHIUS+
Pre-pour

Insulation

Final

PHASE

Slab vapor barrier to wall 
Panel seam & fastener 
Top plate “LID” Extension 
Bottom plate penetrations
Ceiling seam & fastener 

MEP rough-in

Inspections

PH inspection of slab 
Under slab insulation
Under slab vapor barrier

Wall/ceiling

PHASE
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b. Personnel Tool Checklist 
 

 
 

X Item Description Quantity Supplied By
Confirmed 

Delivered to site by
Notes

Safety and MSDS Program, Training and Equipment Specific to Project, implented by Builder

16D Nails-Hand Nails 25 # Builder

8D Nails 25# Builder

Gun Nails Builder 16D, 8D type per Carpenter's equipment

20oz.  Sausage Tube Gun(s) 2 Builder

20oz. Cordless Sausage Tube Gun(s) Optional Optional

20oz.  Standard Large Tube Caulk Gun(s) 2 Builder

20oz. Cordless Standard caulk Gun(s) Optional Optional

Extra Sausage Gun Tips Builder

Build Smart Sealant Builder Provided by Build Smart

Huber Zip Tape or Huber Fluid Applied Sealant Builder
Enough for Zip Wall Seams on Panels, per 

manufacturer's instructions

Titebond Polyurethane Glue 8oz. Bottles Builder Moisture Cured Polyurethane Glue

Water Spray bottle 2 Builder For Moistening Moisture Cured Products

Case of 12 Large Tube Construction Adhesive Builder Band Adhesive

Rags Builder

Long Jabber for Cleaning out Sausge Gun Tips 2 Builder

Spray Foam & Foam Gun Builder

Lifting Straps Builder Assorted Sizes including 8' sling

Lifting Plates 4 Builder

The follwing or similar, for panel lifting 

plate:Upgear Temporary Fall Protection 

Model#A210402 (5000lb capacity), can be obtained 

at Home Depot

#10 x 2-1/2" Hex Head Wood Screws 50 Builder For Extra Lifting Plate Screws

Pressure Treated Sill Plates Per Builder

Screed boards (if using J-forms). Ripped to total 

width of wall panel bottom plate and stud wall 

sheathing thickness

Wall Top Plates Per Builder Builder Per Project Wall Plate Width

Band or Ribbon Materials as required by Floor 

System Manufacturer
Per Builder Builder Per Wood Floor Truss Manufacturer

Flashing at Panel to Basement Wall Per Builder

Field Bent Aluminum Metal Flashing Per Build 

Smart Detail at Build Smart Panel Band to Precast 

Basement, dimensions per specific project OR 

PROSOCO FastFlash applied to complete 

underside of Wall Panel or Band Panel ZIP/ EPS / 

OSB

Dryvit Rasp 1 Builder

Flat Bars 2 Builder

Digging Bar 1 Builder

Crow Bars 2 Builder

6" C-Clamps 2 Builder

Build Smart will have this when they are on site, 

recommend Builder has when Build Smart is not 

on site

8" C-Clamps 2 Builder

Build Smart will have this when they are on site, 

recommend Builder has when Build Smart is not 

on site

12" C-Clamps 2 Builder

Build Smart will have this when they are on site, 

recommend Builder has when Build Smart is not 

on site

Build SMART Clamoing Tool Consult with Build SMART for details

Step Ladder-6' Builder

Step Ladder-8' Builder

Step Ladder-10'

3 legged ladder Optional

Fall Protection Program, Training and Equipment Specific to Project, implented by Builder

Impact Drill 2 Builder Cordless Preferred

Hammer Drill 1 Builder For Drilling Tacons

Cordless Drill Driver & Assorted Bits 1 Builder

Field Carpentry Crew needs to be equipped with standard compliment of wood wall framing tools-Power and Hand
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X Item Description Quantity Supplied By
Confirmed 

Delivered to site by
Notes

GRK "R4-10x2-3/4" or Similar Builder

Will Be used Panel to Panel and Second Floor Sill 

Plates to Wood Floor System. Enough for Each 

Bottom Plate and end of panels and 2'-0" OC and 

enough for vertical Panel to Panel Seams-adjacent 

to top and bootom plate and then 2'-0" OC

Bits for GRK or Panel Screws 10 Builder

Tapcons -1/4" x 3" Hex Builder

For PT Sill Plates into concrete slab, confirm and 

specify type and spacing per local code official and 

requirements

Drill Bits and Driver for setting Tapcons 1 Set

3/16" x 4-1/2" Tapcon or Masonry Bits N/A Builder

5/16" Hex Impact Hex Bits for setting Tapcons N/A Builder

#9 x2-1/2" Wood Screws Builder
For Securing Build Smart Floor System Bands, 

Perpendicular to Trusses

#9 x3" Wood Screws Builder

For Securing Build Smart Floor System Bands, 

Parallel to Floor Trusses & Perpendicular Roof 

Trusses

Wedge Anchors/ Thunderstuds Builder

For Final PT Sill Plate Setting into Concrete Slab, 

FINAL SIZING QUANTITY AND SPACING TO BE 

DETERMINED BY Builder, Depth Requirement Per 

Project Specific Assembly and Local Code 

Requirements 

Wedge Anchors/ Thunderstuds Drill Bit Builder
FINAL Drill Bit SIZING TO BE DETERMINED BY 

ENGINEERING

Simpson “SWDC truss screw” Builder Need Two per each end of roof truss

Concrete Slab /Vapor Barrier:

Vapor Block Tape
Enough for Vapor Block Vapor Barrier Seams and 

Vapor Boots

Vapor Block Boots Enough for Vapor Block Penetrations

Automotive Undercoating 2 Cans

J-Forms Prior to Walls

Dryvit Primus or Genesis (NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED 

at THE ENTIRE J-FORM FACE AND FILLER STRIP  PRIOR 

TO ANY WALLS BEING INSTALLED

Builder

Enough to cover top of J-Form and perimeter face 

of exposed J-Form, per manufacturer coverage 

rate

Dryvit Fiberglass Mesh (NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED at 

THE ENTIRE J-FORM FACE AND FILLER STRIP  PRIOR 

TO ANY WALLS BEING INSTALLED

Builder
Enough to cover top of J-Form and perimeter face 

of exposed J-Form
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c. Standard Details 
 
Detail #1: Passiv Basement to Wood Floor System 
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Detail #2: Slab to Framed Floor 
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Detail #3: Slab 
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Detail #4: Wall to Roof 
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Detail #5: Walls to Wood Floor System 
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Detail #6: Passiv Basement to Slab 
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Detail #7: Passiv Walkout Basement to Slab 
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Detail #8: Passiv Basement Wall (Plan View) 
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Detail #9a: Window Sill Install Detail – Fibercement 
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Detail #9b: Window Jamb Install Detail – Fibercement 
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Detail #9c: Window Head Install Detail – Fibercement 
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Detail #10a: Window Sill Install Detail – Veneer Stone 
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Detail #11a: Door Installation Detail – Veneer Stone on Slab 
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Detail #12a: Window Sill Install Detail – EIFS 
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Detail #12b: Window Jamb Install Detail – EIFS 
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Detail #12c: Window Head Install Detail – EIFS 
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d. Product Data Sheets and Material Safety Data Sheets 
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e. Engineering Documents 
 

1. Review of Build SMART J-Form Foundation System 
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2. Foundation Sections 
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3. Wall Panel Engineering Report 
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4. Load Path Engineering Letter 
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5. Bottom Chord Bearing Floor Truss to Wall 
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6. Top Chord Bearing Floor Truss to Wall 
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7. Deck Framing to Exterior Wall 
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8. Standard Wall Header 
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9. Insulated Wall Panel to Floor Framing Attachment 
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f. Technical Bulletins 
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